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 Abstract – now a days, plenty of users area unit storing 

their data’s in cloud, as a result of it provides storage 

flexibility. However the most drawbacks in cloud are 

information security. Cipher text-Policy Attribute-based 

cryptography (CP-ABE) is thought to be one among the 

foremost appropriate technologies for information access 

management in cloud storage; as a result of it offers 

information house owners a lot of direct management on 

access policies. During this work to propose an information 

access management for multiauthority for substantiating the 

integrity of AN un-trusted and outsourced storage by third 

party auditor. Additionally, this project proposes 

methodology primarily based on probabilistic question and 

periodic verification for up the performance of audit services. 

It ensures potency of security by protective from 

unauthorized users. These experimental results not solely 

validate the effectiveness of those approaches; however 

conjointly show our audit system verifies the integrity with 

lower computation overhead and requiring less additional 

storage for audit data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Similar to Cloud Computing, Cloud Storage has 

additionally been growing in quality recently as a result of 

several of identical reasons as Cloud Computing. Cloud 

Storage delivers virtualized storage on demand, over a 

network supported a request for a given quality of service 

(QoS). there's no necessity to buy storage or in some cases 

even provision it before storing knowledge. Cloud Storage 

is associate degree important package of cloud computing, 

that offers pacts for cloud knowledge vendors to host their 

knowledge within the cloud. This new model of 

knowledge hosting and access services introduces an 

excellent challenge to knowledge access management. 

Because the cloud knowledge vendors can't be totally trust 

on cloud server and  that they don't seem to be equipped to 

trust on servers to Control the information access. Cipher 

text-Policy Attribute Based cryptography is viewed in 

concert of the foremost applicable technologies for 

knowledge access management in cloud storage systems, 

as a result of if offers a lot of direct access management 

policies and techniques to the cloud knowledge vendors. 

In CP-ABE theme, there's a definite authority that's 

responsible for attribute management, key generation, key 

transfer and key distributions. The authority is the 

registered workplace situated in numerous locations. The 

cloud data vendors will state the access ways and write the 

data per the ways. every user are going to be supplied a 

secret key reproducing its attributes. The data can be 

magnitude within the size of the code required to be 

examined and crucially offer to the quantifiability of the 

technique. In the sense of coverage, the tool found more 

potential dangerous loadings and the dynamic technique 

matched correctly. 

Decrypted the cloud users by substantiative its attributes 

based on the access ways. 

CP-ABE offers two types of systems: 

1. Single Authority CP-ABE 

2. Multi-Authority CP-ABE 

1. Single Authority CP-ABE: Attributes of the cloud 

knowledge vendor’s square measure managed by sole 

authority. in depth analysis has in serious trouble single 

authority in cloud storage system, a user might clench 

attributes issued by multiple authorities and the knowledge 

house owners might share the data with the user managed 

to completely different authorities that could be a nice 

challenge in single authority. 

2. Multi-Authority CP-ABE: Attributes of the various 

domains and cloud knowledge vendors square measure 

managed by totally different authorities. Multi-Authority 

CP-ABE is a lot of apt theme for knowledge access 

management of cloud storage systems, as users may 

clench attributes issued by multiple authorities and data 

house owners may additionally  share the knowledge 

mistreatment access policy defined over attributes from 

totally different authorities. In this paper, we have a 

tendency to 1st propose a Fortified multi-authority 

CPABE theme, wherever Associate in Nursing 

communicative , economical and a lot of secured 

revocation technique is planned to resolve the attribute 

revocation and anonymous knowledge access issues in the 

cloud storage system. Potency in computation and 

attribute revocation square measure the crucial needs 

whereas designing the access management schemes. 

In Efficient Computation, there are three operations 

required namely 

1. Encryption 

2. Decryption 

3. Revocation 

In Efficient Attribute Revocation, there are two 

requirements 

1. Backward Security 
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2.  Forward Security 

In this paper, we design a new fortified multi-authority 

CP-ABE scheme with efficient decryption and offer an 

efficient attribute revocation method, and then an 

operative access control scheme for multi-authority cloud 

storage system is designed by applying the prosed 

methods. 

 

II. SYSTEM AND SECURITY MODEL 
        

Figure 1 shows the System Model for data access 

control in multi-authority cloud storage is considered. 

There are five types of entities in the system. 

1.  A certificate authority (CA) 

2.  Attribute authorities (AAs) 

3.  Data owners or vendors (owners) 

4.  Cloud server (server) 

5.  Data consumers (users) 

CA could be an international trustworthy certificate 

authority within the system. It sets up the system and 

accepts the registration of all the users and AAs. for every 

legal user within the system, the CA assigns a worldwide 

distinctive user identity and additionally generates a global 

public key for the user. every user are going to be issued a 

Social Security range (SSN) as its international identity. 

Every AA is Associate in Nursing freelance attribute 

authority that's responsible for entitling and revoking 

user’s attributes according to their role or identity in its 

domain. In the projected theme, each attribute is related to 

a multiple AA, however every AA will manage Associate 

in Nursing discretionary number of attributes. AA has full 

management over the structure and linguistics of its 

attributes each AA has full control over the structure and 

linguistics of its attributes. Each AA is liable for 

generating a public attribute key for every attribute it 

manages and a Secret key and update key for every user 

reflective his/her attributes. 

Each user contains a international identity within the 

system.   user may be entitled a collection of attributes 

which can come back from multiple attribute authorities. 

The user can receive a secret key related to its attributes 

entitled by the corresponding attribute authorities.  

 

The key secret's split into N items and keep into multiple 

key servers. Each owner initial distributes the information 

into many parts according to the logic granularities and 

encrypts every knowledge component with totally 

different content keys by exploitation regular encryption 

techniques. Then, the owner defines the access policies 

over attributes from multiple attribute authorities and 

encrypts the content keys below the policies. 

Then, the owner sends the encrypted knowledge to the 

cloud server in conjunction with the cipher texts. they are 

doing not trust the server to try and do knowledge access 

management. But, the access management happens within 

the cryptography. That’s only if the user’s attributes 

satisfy the access policy outlined within the cipher text; 

the user is in a position to decode the cipher text. Thus, 

users with completely different attributes will decode 

different number of content keys and therefore get totally 

different granularities of information from a similar data. 

The proposed theme is in a position to surface the below 

challenges: 

1. Protect user’s privacy against each single authority. 

2. Tolerant against authority compromise, and 

compromising of up to (N − 2) authorities does not 

bring the whole system down. 

3. Provides the detailed analysis on security and 

performance to show feasibility of our scheme. 

4. The real toolkit of multi-authority based encryption 

scheme is implemented. 

A. Security Framework 
The framework has been designed mistreatment the 

below outlined elements of layers. The planned theme is 

employed to regulate the outsourced data and supply the 

quality of the cloud storage service for the cloud users 

with Associate in Nursing economical encoding and 

decryption computations and multiple key server with key 

splitter techniques. This multi-authority CP-ABE provides 

authority that's in control of attribute management, 

economical computation, key distribution and the 

revocation ways. There area unit seven layers outlined 

within the planned theme. The practicality of these layers 

is summarized as follows: 
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i) Proxy layer: This proxy layer acts as interface 

between the users and the rest of the servers available in 

the cloud. 

ii)  Cloud data server layer: Data server has two 

different entities can be recognized as the cloud users and 

the cloud service provider. Multiple data servers are 

proposed in this scheme to avoid the traffic. 

iii) Cloud data storage server layer: All the data and 

the files are stored in these storage servers which are 

stored by the both individual customers and organizations. 

Similar to data server there are multiple storage servers are 

introduced to handle big volume of data. 

iv) Cloud Key server layer: Multiple key servers are 

proposed in this scheme for efficient computation and 

attribute revocation method. Key server is used to store the 

secret key that are encrypted or fragmented by the key 

splitter. 

v) Key splitter: Key splitter is used to divide 

cryptographic key K in n safe pieces K1, K2, Kn Such that 

knowledge of any J pieces can be used to compute K 

easily. These pieces are assigned to N nodes. Shamir's 

algorithm is to divide Key in n parts, Kz, Kn such that 

there is a special part Kt which contains the information of 

all other parts, and K cannot be computed without Kt. 

However, K cannot be computed without especial part Kt. 

vi) Cloud consumers layer: Cloud users are the one who 

have the data to be stored in the cloud and depend on 

cloud for data computation and transformation. Cloud 

consumers can be both customers and individual 

organizations. 

vii) Cloud service provider (CSP): This layer owns, 

built and manages the storage servers in distributed 

manner and functions as live cloud computing systems. 
 

III. FORTIFIED  ACCESS  CONTROL SCHEME 
  

The existing framework of the theme is changed and to 

make it additional sensible to cloud storage systems, in 

which data house owners don't seem to be concerned 

within the key generation. Specifically, a user’s secret 

secret is not associated with the owner’s key, such every 

user solely must hold one secret key from every authority 

rather than multiple secret keys associated to multiple 

house owners. The potency of the attribute revocation 

technique is greatly improved. Specifically, in our new 

attribute revocation technique, only the cipher texts that 

related to the revoked attribute needs to be updated, all the 

cipher texts that associated with any attribute from the 

authority (corresponding to the revoked attribute) ought to 

be updated. a replacement revocable multi-authority CP-

ABE protocol is planned supported the single-authority 

CP-ABE planned by Lewko and Waters . that's wont to 

extend multi authority state of affairs and build it 

revocable. Apply the techniques in Chase’s multi-authority 

CP-ABE protocol to tie along the key keys generated by 

completely different authorities for identical user and 

prevent collusion attack. 

A. FAC design 
In FAC design, as mentioned in previous section, we 

proposed sever bedded design so as to boost the cloud 

security and accessibility. The planned theme is ready to 

safe guard every user’s privacy once more single or maybe 

multiple authorities and it's lenient against authority 

mediation and compromising of up to N-2 node authorities 

doesn't bring the entire. 

 
 

The framework of the theme is changed and to form it 

more sensible to cloud storage systems, within which 

information owners don't seem to be listed within the key 

generation. Specifically, a user’s secret is not associated 

with the owner’s key, such every user solely must hold 

one secret key from every authority rather than multiple 

secret keys associated to multiple house owners. The 

attribute revocation method’s potency is greatly improved. 

Specifically, during this new planned attribute revocation 

method, solely the cipher texts that related to the revoked 

attribute must be updated, all the cipher texts that related 

to any attribute from the authority (corresponding to the 

revoked attribute) ought to be updated. Moreover, in our 

new attribute revocation technique, both the key and also 

the cipher text may be upgraded by mistreatment the same 

update key, rather than requiring the owner to form update 

info for every cipher text, such house owners are not 

needed to store every random range generated during the 

encoding. The quality of our access control scheme is 

highly improved, where the limitation that each attribute 

can be removed and only appear at most once in a cipher 

text. 

B. FAC Implementation 
The below figure shows the system model of fortified 

access control for multi-authority cloud storage using CP-

ABE algorithm. There are five methods proposed in this 

paper for the fortified access control: 

1. Key Generation and Storage 

2. Key Splitter 

3. Key Transfer 

4. Key Retrieval 
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5. Distributed Key Storage 

1. Key Generation and Storage: User will generate 

new symmetric science key K or will store already 

existing science keys PRN victimization planned 

technique. Key splitter can split the key into n items and 

store every half in several server. One main piece lets Kn 

of key are allotted to client of application. This piece of 

key has data of all other items and actual key can't be 

regenerated without this piece. 

2. Key Splitter: User will split the science key K into 

items and store it into multiple key servers in distributed 

manner. Key server is situated in different locations so as 

to tighten the protection of the cloud data. every bit of 

key's store in distributed server, so hacker cannot access or 

retrieve the keys Directly. Key splitter is one in all 

intrinsic methodology introduced in fortified access 

management for multi-authority Cloud storage.  

3. Key Transfer: User will transfer utterly computed key 

or the element of key on public cloud for knowledge 

processing. Public Key science customary (PKCS7) can 

accustomed transfer such key that's developed by RSA 

Laboratories Associate in Nursing accustomed wrap 

knowledge in an envelope to firmly transfer it. This 

protocol accustomed wrap message in Associate in 

Nursing envelope and signed by sender. Receiver is aware 

of the coding key to decode the encrypted message  

4. Key Retrieval: On the request of key retrieval all, the 

components can fetch the key from key store through 

computational server. Shopper machine can prompt 

consumer of application to enter his/her piece of key. 

Original Key can reckon on the fly once taking 

information from client on consumer's terminal.  

5.  Distributed Key Storage: The goal of this module is 

to divide science key K in n safe items K1, K2, Kn Such 

that data of any J items is accustomed compute K simply. 

These items ar allotted to N nodes. Shamir's formula is to 

divide Key in n components, Kz, Kn such that there exists 

a special half Kt that contains the information of all 

different components, and K can't be computed while not 

Kt. However, K can't be computed without uncommon 

half Kt.  

 

IV. PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY ANALYSIS 

OF  FAC 
 

A. Performance Analysis 
Performance of the cloud storage system is improved 

with our new planned theme. The performance 

improvements as follows: 

Separate the practicality of the authority into a 

worldwide certificate authority and multiple attribute 

authorities which would increase the enactment of the 

system. Assigns international UID and global AID to 

every user in the system to tell apart from different user so 

as to improve the cloud system performance. UID-User 

Identity, AID-Authority Identity.  User’s secret keys 

generated by the various authorities are tied along to stop 

collision attacks.  rather than mistreatment the system’s 

public key to write in code knowledge, our theme needs all 

attribute authorities to come up with their own public keys 

and use them to write in code the info together with 

international public parameters and prevents certificate 

authority from decrypting the cipher texts. every attribute 

is appointed with version range to unravel attribute 

revocation drawback. Once associate degree attribute 

revocation happens solely those parts associated with the 

revoked attribute secretly keys and cipher texts need to be 

updated.  Improved potency by authorization the work of 

cipher texts update to the server by mistreatment the proxy 

re-encryption technique, such the new joined user is also 

ready to decipher the antecedently revealed knowledge, 

which are encrypted with the previous public keys, if they 

need sufficient attributes.     Less communication price 

since it does n\'t needs the data owner to transmit a brand 

new cipher text element to every non-revoked user since 

the management is currently with the cloud users   The 

machine price of the access management theme is similar 

to traditional access management theme. Our scheme 

incurs abundant less communication and machine Cost 

throughout the attribute revocation. Projected fortified 

multi-authority CP-ABE theme as the underlying 

techniques to construct the communicative and 

economical knowledge access management theme for 

multi-authority cloud storage systems. 

B. Security Analysis 
Proposes nice and increased security challenge to 

information access management within the cloud storage 

systems. It achieves each forward and backward security. 

The revoked user cannot rewrite any new cipher text that 

requires the revoked attribute to rewrite (backward 

security). The freshly joined user may rewrite the 

previously printed ciphertexts1, if it's comfortable 

attributes (Forward Security).  This theme doesn't need the 

server to be totally trusted, as a result of the key update is 

enforced by every attribute authority not the server.  

Redoubled information and file security, it's terribly tough 

or associate in Nursing intruder to access, misuse and 

destroy the first type of data within the file accessible 

within the cloud storage system.  Improve the info and file 

security publically cloud computing atmosphere by storing 

file contents in different servers.  Use of multi key server 

that improves security. In this we generate over one key 

server. And split the keys in step with the amount of server 

used. So the attacker can’t establish all the keys that ar 

used whereas storing the info in cloud. The quality of our 

access management theme is highly improved, wherever 

the limitation that every attribute may be removed and 

solely seem at the most once in a cipher text. 

 

V. EXPECTED RESULTS 
 

In this paper we are proposing CP-ABE. Using CP-ABE 

the keys will be generated and stored in database as shown  
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below.    

 
 

Using access policy the user can give the data access to 

specified person.  

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper chiefly describes concerning the ways and 

algorithms, that square measure used for providing the 

high finish of security in cloud storage system and 

accessing information effectively and firmly. On 

measurement the various previous works, we tend to 

analyzed the benefits and Disadvantages of every work 

and at last we tend to derived the new technique, that over 

comes the drawbacks of previous work by analyzing all 

the information’s altogether state of exploration and by 

providing the additional secured cloud atmosphere. Finally 

we tend to conclude that CPABE scheme provides 

multiple authorities that square measure accountable for 

attribute management and key distribution. during this 

new scheme, we tend to increased the machine potency, 

attribute revocation potency and additionally enriched the 

security within the cloud storage system. This fortified 

multi authority CP-ABE may be a capable technique, 

which might be applied in any data systems and on-line 

social networks and alternative massive information 

connected applications.  
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